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To deliver a prototype that would
withstand rigorous space testing,

Trillium looked to Ogle for the solution.

When finalised, the glass had six component parts, so it was
imperative that the team at Ogle completed comprehensive pre
and post production checks. This included applying the supplied
rose gold plated base to ensure the thread would fit and engage
correctly with enough clearance for the paint team. Whilst gold is
frequently selected for use in space due to its deflective radiation
components, its use in the glass was to harness the unreactive
properties that prevent the glass affecting the taste of the whisky.
Jordan McRae, Co-Founder and CTO of Trillium Technologies, said:
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“These days it’s not that difficult to find a shop that will 3D

print something for you. However, it’s tough to beat the level
of professionalism, expertise, and attention to detail that we

get when we work with Ogle which is why they were our first

choice for the 3D printed ClearVue glass used in Space Glass.”
The prototype was tested in micro gravity at the ZARM Drop Tower,
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Bremen, Germany – and is ready for its first flight. It might be
years, decades or centuries before Ballantine’s Space Glass can be
enjoyed beyond the earth’s atmosphere, however, the company
have recreated the experience by crafting a special range of whisky
for space, that can be enjoyed on earth.

